
siemon &salazar 

amber cone 
30-49-126

12"Tx6"W

steel blue cone 
30-49-134

12"Tx6"W

amber elipse 
30-15-126
?"T x 9"W

steel blue ellipse 
30-15-134
?"T x 9"W

BUBBLE PENDANTS 

These works continue the language of contrast 

of the lattimo and banded lines but use a swath 

of textured whipped glass. This is then paired 

with a selection of soft colors and simple forms. 

Hand blown and shaped in lead free crystal. No 

molds are used, and each glass shape is unique. 

Designed and made by Siemon & Salazar in 

California. Signed. 

Included 

MAXWATT 
Voltage 

medium base light assembly 

6' cord 

4 7/
8
" round canopy

40W incandescent bulb 

40W incandescent 

120V line voltage 
c@us 

LISTED 

bronze cone 
30-49-128

12"T x 6"W

bronze ellipse 
30-15-128
?"T x 9"W

grey cone 
30-49-133

12"T x 6"W

alabaster cone 
30-49-135

12"Tx 6"W 

alabaster ellipse 
30-15-135
?"T x 9"W

clear cone 
30-49-48

12"Tx6"W 

LINE VOLTAGE FINISH OPTIONS 

Please select finish and cord color; add to end of the product number: 

-BZ-BC (dark bronze, black cloth cord) -SN-BC (satin nickel, black cloth cord) 

-BZ-WC (dark bronze, white cloth cord) -SN-WC (satin nickel, white cloth cord) 

-BZ-BP (dark bronze, black plastic cord) -SN-BP (satin nickel, black plastic cord) 

-BZ-WP (dark bronze, white plastic cord) -SN-WP (satin nickel, white plastic cord) 

-BZ-CP (dark bronze, clear plastic cord) -SN-CP (satin nickel, clear plastic cord) 

CANOPY FINISHES CORD COLORS 

grey ellipse 
30-15-133
?"T x 9"W

clear ellipse 
30-15-48 

?"T x 9"W 

-PN-BC (polished nickel, black cloth cord) 

-PN-WC (polished nickel, white cloth cord) 

-PN-BP (polished nickel, black plastic cord) 

-PN-WP (polished nickel, white plastic cord) 

-PN-CP (polished nickel, clear plastic cord) 

1. clear plastic cord 

2. white plastic cord 

3. white cloth cord 

4. black cloth cord 

5. black plastic cord 

DARK BRONZE SATIN NICKEL POLISHED NICKEL 

*For p ipe and chain options, p lease view additional options page. 
*Canopies mount to standard jbox. 
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siemon &salazar 

ADDITIONAL LINE VOLTAGE OPTIONS 

CHAIN 

Includes approx. 2' of chain with canopy, 

fabric cord, and connectors. Canopy mounts to 

standard jbox. 

C1 -BS-PO-KT (polished brass, gold fabric cord) 

C1-BS-SA-KT (satin brass, gold fabric cord) 

C1-SS-PO-KT (polished stainless, ivory fabric cord) 

C1-SS-SA-KT (satin stainless, ivory fabric cord) 

ADDITIONAL LINKS 

brass 6"chain link 

polished 

C1-BS-PO 

or satin 

C1-BS-SA 

stainless 6"chain link 

polished 

C1-SS-PO 

or satin 

C1-SS-SA 

*Our brass is a living finish and will patina over time.

LED 

Hardwired LED option available with 

line voltage banded orb, bubble, and 

lattimo pendants only. 

-2700k dimmable 200 lumen LED 

-Canopy and driver included

PIPE 

Includes 1/2" round pipe and canopy. 

Mounts to standard jbox. 

for OAH between 0'-4': 

24-LI-BZP-4 (dark bronze)

24-LI-SNP-4 (satin nickel)

24-LI-PNP-4 (polished nickel)

for OAH between 4'-8': 

24-LI-BZP-8 (dark bronze)

24-LI-SNP-8 (satin nickel)

24-LI-PNP-8 (polished nickel)

CABLE 

Includes 6' cord and cable with 

canopy and connectors. Mounts to 

standard jbox. 

24-CA-SN (satin nickel)

24-CA-PN (polished nickel)

CUSTOM CANOPIES 
Line voltage custom canopies and 

fixtures available. Please inquire for 

pricing and options. 

BRASS CHAIN 

PIPE 

l 
j 

STAINLESS CHAIN 

CABLE 
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